
SANSKRIT 9606 – C.I.E. A-LEVEL 2011

MARKING SCHEME

PAPER 1.PRESCRIBED TEXTS

1. Buddhacarita of Avaghoa

(i) Book 3, vv 41 to 47

(a) ‘Yonder man with a swollen belly, his whole frame shaking as he pants, his arms
and shoulders hanging loose, his body pale and thin, uttering piteously the word
“mother”, when he leans against a stranger –– who is this man?’ [4]

(b) His dejected mind trembled, troubled like the (reflected) moon in waves
of water. [2]

(c) (i) ‘terror of disease’ –– 5th case tatpurua compound [1]
(ii) ‘from going outside’ –– 2nd case tatpurua compound [1] [2]

(d) He had never seen disease before, having lived a protected life in the royal
palace. Hence he was shaken by what he saw and this began to cause him to
question the meaning of such a threatened existence of the human life on earth. [2]

(ii) Book 14, vv 1 to 5

(a) ‘ “Over there I had this name, and from thence I came here”: thus he remembered
thousands of births, as if living through them. Having remembered birth and death
in each of these transmigrations, that one of compassionate nature had compassion
for all beings.’ [4]

(b) (i) ‘Mra’s army’ –– 6th case tatpurua compound [1];
(ii) ‘abandoning of one’s kinspeople’ [1] –– 2nd case tatpurua compound [1] [3]

(c) The candidate should outline the basic teaching of Buddha –– the four noble
truths, the eightfold path, etc. [3]

[Total: 2 x 10 = 20 marks]
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2. Manu

(i) Book 1, vv 88 to 91; and Book 12, v 125

(a) ‘To the Brhmaas he assigned teaching, study (of the scriptures), acts of
sacrifice for themselves and for others, and the offering and receiving of gifts.
To Katriya, in brief, he assigned protection of the people, liberality, performance
of sacrifice, study (of the scriptures), and detachment from sense objects.’ [4]

(b) (i) ‘in all beings’ –– karmadhraya tatpurua compound [1]
(ii) ‘the state of oneness with all’ [1] –– 3rd (or 6th) case tatpurua compound [1] [3]

(c) The candidate should contrast the adherence to the four varas or castes,
with seeing the same Self in all beings. [3]

(ii) Book 4, vv 238 to 242

(a) Merit is to be collected as termites gradually build up their hill. [2]

(b) (i) ‘for the sake of a friend, companion or helper’ [1]
–– 4th case tatpurua compound [1]

(ii) ‘sons and wives’ –– dvandva compound [1] [3]

(c) ‘Leaving the dead body on the ground like a log or clod of earth, the relatives
depart with averted faces. Only his spiritual merit follows him.’ ’ [3]

(d) sacrifice, liberality, etc. [2]

[Total: 10 x 2 = 20 marks]
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3. Upaniads

(i)  Up. vv 1 to 3, and 8

(a) ‘All this, whatever moves in this (moving) world, should be enveloped by the Lord.
By this renunciation, enjoy. Do not covet, for whose wealth is this? Indeed doing
actions in this world, one should wish to live for one hundred years. Thus for you,
who are a man, there exists no way other than this, whereby one is not attached to
(bad) action.’ [4]

(b) (i) ‘self-slayers’ [1] –– bahuvrhi compound [1];
(ii) ‘without a body’ [1] –– bahuvrhi compound [1];
(iii) ‘Self-born’ [1] –– bahuvrhi compound [1] [6]

(ii) Bhadrayaka Up. 4:3: 4 to 6

(a) ‘When the sun has set, Yjñavalkya, and the moon has set, and the fire has
gone out, what here is the light of a man? Speech, indeed, is his light, for with
speech as one’s light one sits, moves about, does one’s work and returns.
Therefore, O Emperor, even where one’s own hand is not discerned, there
where speech is uttered one goes towards it. Thus indeed it is, Yjñavalkya.’ [4]

(b) Janaka, emperor of Videha, has ‘earned’ a conversation with the sage Yjñavalkya.
He asks what is the light of a man. He is offered the answer of the sun, but probes
further and after being offered the moon, fire and speech, finally the light is revealed
to be one’s own Self. [3]

(c) The Manusmti is a lawbook aimed at establishing the structure and legal frame-
work of a particularly hierarchical society. The Upaniads, on the other hand, are
attempts to express the spirit transcending all social law. It is the end of hierarchy
because it is the same in all. The style of the Manusmti, although in strict verse
form, is straightforward in meaning, whereas the style of the Upaniads is more
poetic, inspirational and evocative, lending itself to a variety of interpretations. [3]

[Total: 10 x 2 = 20 marks]
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4. Bhagavad Gt and akara’s Commentary

(i) Chap. 7, vv 4 to 6; Chap. 13, vv 31 to 33

(a) ‘Earth, water, fire, air, ether, mind, intellect and egotism, this is the eightfold
division of my nature. This is my inferior nature, but distinct from this, O great-
armed one, know my superior nature, the very life principle by which the universe
is supported.’ [4]

(b) (i) ‘due to the state [1] of being beyond the qualities (guas)’ [1]
(ii) ‘all-pervading’ –– bahuvrhi compound [1] [3]

(c) (i) As space is neither affected nor polluted by the objects it
fills [1], so the Self remains pure, though it lives in all. [1]

(ii) As the one sun illumines the whole world, so the indwelling Self illumines
the objective universe. [1] [3]

(ii) akarabhya on Bhagavad Gt, Chap. 14, v 5

(a) ‘Nor is it meant here that quality and substance are different. Therefore, like
qualities, they are ever dependent on the knower of the field. Being of the
nature of ignorance, they bind the field-knower as it were. Resorting to him,
they make that (knower) their sustainer; it is in this sense that they are said to
bind.’ (This last passage is obscure and has been translated in various ways.) [4]

(b) ‘born from the illusion of the Lord’ [1] –– bahuvrhi compound [1] [2]

(c) [ 1 mark for each of any four of the following:]
(i) definition of words (as in gua here)
(ii) relating this verse to others in the Gt
(iii)explanation of a compound (as in mahbho)
(iv)explanation of meanings
(v) positing of an objector [4]

[Total: 10 x 2 = 20 marks]
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PAPER 2. UNPREPARED TRANSLATION.
UNPREPARED COMPREHENSION AND
PROSE COMPOSITION.

1.

That Hanuman, surrounded on all sides by those monkey leaders, burnt up the enemy army
like a blazing fire. That exceptionally mighty monkey, surrounded by an army of monkeys,
slaughtered the demons, like Yama at the end of time. But that monkey, Hanuman, filled with
great grief and anger, threw a great rock on to the chariot of Rvaa’s son. As soon as the
charioteer saw that coming, he then drove the chariot, drawn by obedient horses, off afar.
That rock, not reaching that Indrajit, who was in his chariot with his charioteer, was employed
in vain, split open the earth and entered it. When the rock fell, however, the demon army was
troubled. The demons were violently crushed by the rock as it fell down. The monkeys in
their hundreds rushed roaring towards him and, with their colossal bodies, seizing trees and
mountain-tops, they were fully engaged.

[15 marks]

2. (a) truthfulness [1], gentleness [1], self-control [1] and protection [1]
of his subjects [1] [�]

(b) ‘Practise [1] virtue [1] and leave behind [1] sin [1] and worship [1]
your ancestors[1] and [1] the gods [1].’ [1 mark construal] [9]

(c) through charity [1] [1]

(d) ‘Having conquered [1] the whole [1] earth [1], be [1] joyful [1] and
happy [1].’ [1 mark construal] [7]

(e) They are impelled by time [1] [1]

(f) by doubting [1] Markandeya’s [1] words [1] [3]

(g) Yudhihira is addressed as a bull [1] among the Bharatas [1]. Yudhihira’s
dynasty is described as the celebrated [1] dynasty of the Kurus [1]. [4]

[Total: 30/2 = 15 marks]
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3.

[Each section carries 2 marks for vocabulary and grammar, giving a maximum of 150 marks.
This total is then divided by ten, giving a total out of 15. A mark out of 5, for style, idiom and
general impression, is awarded according to the following table.]
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King Bhmaka / had a beautiful / daughter / called / Rukmi. / When /
Rukmi / heard / of the strength / and virtues / of Ka, / she thought / he /
would be / a suitable / husband / for her. / Ka, / hearing of / Rukmi’s /
intelligence, / generosity / and beauty, / resolved / to marry / her. / But /
Rukmi’s / eldest / brother, / Rukmin, / wanted / her / to marry / his friend /
iupla. / Rukmi / was overcome / with grief / when / she heard / of this. /

Rukmi / sent / a messenger / to Ka, / asking / for Ka / to take her
away. / Ka / replied / to the messenger: / ‘I too / am always / thinking / of
her. / I shall take away / that gem / of a girl’./

Rukmi / went to / the temple / to worship. / When / she left / the temple, /
Ka / arrived / and snatched / her away. / Seeing this, / her brother / Rukmin
/ cried out / ‘Stop!’. /

Style Marks Description of Style Mark Categories

� Fluent and idiomatic.

4 Judicious recasting of the English with fair choice of vocabulary mostly in
accordance with Sanskrit idiom.

3 Some attempt to move beyond the literal to an idiomatic rendering of the
text through the use of grammatical structures.

2 Some evidence of the use of idiom, e.g. connectives, word order.

1 Very literal translation with only an occasional attempt to capture Sanskrit idiom.

0 Very literal translation with virtually no attempt to capture Sanskrit idiom.



Model answer:

nÅpSy ∫IWmkSy suNdrI kNy| ®^Km~I n|m« ÃW~Sy
bl, gu~|= ÍuTv| s mÁmuict; pit∫RIvWytITyicNtyt\«
®^Kmˆy| buifi, d|n, Âp, c ÍuTv| s| mm ∫|y|R ∫IvWy–
tIit inÛymkrot\« ®^Kmˆy| Jyg„; sodr; ®KmI n|m
®^Km~I mm im]Sy izzup|lSy ∫|y|R ∫IvWytITy JCçt\«
tCîüTv| ®^Km~I zok|F|Nt|«

®^Km~I dUt, ÃW~, fit f fwyit Sm« h f ÃW~ m|mphr fit
vdit ®^Km~ITyvdflUt;« ÃW~o dUt, fTyvddhmIp t|,
svRd| icNty|im« tTkNy|rTnmphIrWy|mIit«

®^Km~I pUj|†ì miNdrmgCçt\« yd| s| miNdrmTyjTÃW~
a|gCç.|mp|hrc« td\dÅÇ| tSy|; sodro ®KMyFozI√rmhit»

[ 20 marks ]
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PAPER  3. A. SHORT ESSAYS.
and B. either (i) PINIAN GRAMMAR

or (ii) HIGHER LEVEL PROSE COMPOSITION.

A. Short Essays

12 marks per essay. Candidates are expected to write about 300 words for each of their
answers, making relevant points, and producing a reasoned argument where necessary. Marks
should be awarded on the basis of the following chart.
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Essay Marks Description of Mark Categories

11-12
Exceptional work.  Excellent ability to organise material, and thorough knowl-
edge and full consideration of the essay title.  Really articulate and intelligent
answers should be considered in this category even if there are still flaws and
omissions.

9-10
Very good.  Close attention to detail of texts, well structured writing, perceptive
use of illustration, good insight when discussing issues.  Ability to look beyond
the immediate material and to show some wider understanding of underlying
themes.

8
Painstaking.  Sound knowledge of texts, mainly relevant.  Some attempt to
address the essay title, showing some understanding.  Possibly not in full con-
trol of material; solid but indiscriminate.  Some conscientious candidates fall into
this category: they tend to write too much as they are reluctant to leave out any-
thing they have learnt.

6-7
Fair relevance and knowledge.  Better organised than in the 4-5 category: the
candidate probably understands the demands of the essay title without being
able to develop a very thorough response.  Still a fairly simple, black and white
approach.  Some ‘learnt’ material but better control and focus than below.

4-�
Sound, if simple and superficial, knowledge of texts.  Makes assertions without
being able to illustrate or develop points.  Probably still too dependent on mem-
orised oddments but there may be a visible attempt to relate these to the ques-
tion.

3
Some very basic material but not much sense of understanding or ability to
address the essay title.  Very general, unspecific approach.  Random, bitty
structure.  Signs of organisation and relevance should be looked for in case the
answer can be considered for 4 marks.

2
Marginally more knowledge than in the 0–1 category.  The candidate may have
read the texts but is probably unable to see beyond half-remembered notes.
Insubstantial; very little relevance.  May have problems writing fair English and
will be unable to express ideas comprehensibly.  

0-1

No discernible material.  Often very inadequate language.  1 mark in this cate-
gory is  awarded almost on the basis of quantity, provided there is also a hint
of relevance to the essay title.  It is possible for a candidate to write a whole
page demonstrating no knowledge at all (has the candidate read the book?),
containing only misunderstood background facts or very vague general
remarks unrelated to the essay title.



B. Either   (i)   Pinian Grammar option

Essay Questions [only one to be attempted, 10 marks]:

1. Candidates should lay out the system of kevala, avyaybhva, tatpurua,
bahuvrhi and dvandva compounds.

2. Candidates should illustrate their answer with reference to gua and vddhi strengths
of the dhtu and the use of kt and taddhita affixes.

3. Candidates should lay out the system beginning with ‘upadee’janunsika it’ and 
ending with ‘tasya lopa’.

Technical Questions [four to be answered, 6 marks each]:

4. (a) a word complete with vibhakti suffix
(b) the forms of the present tense
(c) a long vowel 
(d) before a vowel

�. tip, tas, jhi;    sip, thas, tha;    mip, vas, mas

6. (a) the voiced consonants
(b) i ,   u ,    ,   e,   o,   ai,   au
(c) ch   h   th   c      t

7. (a) rame st >   ramayst (by ‘eco’yavyva’ )
>   rama st (by ‘lopa kalyasya’ )

(b) tat likhati >   tad likhati   (by ‘jhal jao’nte’ )
>   tallikhati (by ‘torli’ )

8. Such types are: sañjñ –– defining;  
paribh –– interpreting;  
vidhi –– enjoining;
niyama –– restricting; and
adhikra –– governing.

9. Accept correct examples.

10. hrasva laghu   –– a short vowel is light
sayoge guru   –– but takes stress before a conjunct consonant
drgha ca   –– and so does a long vowel
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B. Or (ii) Higher Level Prose Composition

Seeing / St / walking behind / Vlmki, / people / were afflicted / with
sorrow. / Vlmki / said: /

‘Here, / O Rma, / is the virtuous / St, / who was abandoned / near /
my / hermitage. / These / two boys / are her / sons, / and your sons /
also. / I speak / the truth. / While meditating / in the forest, / St’s /
purity / was revealed / to me.’ /

Rma, / in the presence / of that beautiful / princess, / replied to / that
sage: /

‘St told / me / she was / innocent / but since / the people / doubted /
her word, / I sent / her away. / I know / these two boys / are my 
own / sons. / I wish / to live / in peace / with St / again.’ /

St, / bowing, / said: / ‘If  / I have thought / of  any / man / but Rma, /
may the earth / swallow / me.’ /

The gods, / with delighted / hearts, / cried out: / ‘O St, / your / virtue /
is supreme.’ /

[Each section of the passage carries 2 marks maximum for vocabulary and grammar, giving a 
maximum of 150 marks for the whole text.  This total is then divided by 5, giving a total out of 
30.  A mark out of 4, for style, idiom and general impression, is awarded according to the fol-
lowing table.]
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Style Marks Description of Style Mark Categories

4 Fluent and idiomatic.

3 Judicious recasting of the English with fair choice of vocabulary mostly in 
accordance with Sanskrit idiom.

2 Some attempt to move beyond the literal to an idiomatic rendering of the 
text through the use of grammatical structures.

1 Very literal translation with only an occasional attempt to capture Sanskrit idiom.

0 Very literal translation with virtually no attempt to capture Sanskrit idiom.



Model answer:

sIt| v|LmIIkmNvgCçt\«  t|, dÅÇ| jn|; zokpIiœt|;«  
v|LmIIkrvdd] r|m s|ÎvI sIt| mm|ÍmSy smIp f Ty≈|«  
étO b|lkO tSy|; pu]O ∫vt; pu]|vIp«  sTy, vd|im«  
vnÎy|nh sIt|zufiTv, mÁ, dizRtimit«  r|m étSy|; suNdy|R 
r|jpu}y|; smIp f tmÅIw, fTyvdTsIt| m|, zufi|himTyvdt\«  
ytStu tSy| vcn, jn I; z,Ikt, tto my| s| dUrIÃt|« étO 
b|lkO mmIv pu]|Ivit my| D|tm\«  sIty| sh z|NtO 
punvRsiyimit«  sIt| nTv|vdƒId r|m|dNySy kSyicnrSy 
icNt| mm|sI.IhR pÅi†vI m|, ˚|dfIdit«  fH∑Hdydfv| 
aFozNsIth ∫vTy| ∂mR; prm îit»

END
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